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Dear Bill and Judy,

Good health is one of the greatest gifts imaginable, and many
organizations are dedicated to helping those who may not have it.
In this issue of Start Healthy magazine, you'll find inspirational
examples of these, from places that extend support to women
battling cancer to an organization that provides global vision care
to a men's health movement.

Fly-fishing may not quickly come to mind when you think of
breast cancer support, but that's exactly the tool Casting for
Recovery uses to make an impact. The physical activity and the
bonding at its weekend retreats are invaluable to the women who
attend.

Likewise, New York-based SHARE emphasizes community by
offering resources, including 24-hour support, to women dealing
with breast, ovarian, uterine, or metastatic breast cancer.

Access to vision care may not be as easy as you think: over one
billion people don't it. The nonprofit OneSight has set its sights on
eliminating this problem by providing care and establishing vision
centers around the world.

Finally, learn about the moustache-centered movement known as
Movember, which has blossomed into an international source of
hope for men dealing with things like cancer and depression.

May you awake every day with good health and truly embrace
that feeling. As always, it's a pleasure to send you this magazine.

Travis A. Morrow

Travis A. Morrow
Owner & President
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NO PART OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT 
THE EXPRESSED WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE PUBLISHER.

This magazine is for information and entertainment  
purposes only; it is not an attempt to solicit business.

The contents of Start Healthy are for editorial purposes only. Please contact a 
medical professional if you have any questions about your health or need advice 

about the content within this issue.

All photos in Start Healthy are provided by Getty Images unless noted.

Start Healthy magazine is published by ReminderMedia.  
For more information about Start Healthy magazine,  
please visit us at www.remindermedia.com, email us at  
info@remindermedia.com, or call us at 866-458-4226.  
All rights reserved.

written by:  matthew brady

photography by:  SHARE

SHAREto care
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In the United States alone, an 
estimated 400,000 women are 
diagnosed with breast cancer, 
ovarian cancer, or uterine  
cancer each year. 

One organization dedicated to removing any feelings 

of isolation and strengthening the bonds between such 

women is SHARE, a New York City-based nonprofit 

that works to “connect these women with the unique 

support of survivors and peers, creating a community 

where no one has to face breast, ovarian, uterine or 

metastatic breast cancer alone.”

SHARE provides free access to support in several 

ways. For example, its 24-hour national Helpline is 

100 percent womaned by volunteers who are cancer 

survivors or caretakers for those with cancer, who can 

lend an empathetic ear to someone who is newly 

diagnosed because they’ve been there. In addition, it 

offers biweekly, peer-led support groups to help foster 

community and share coping techniques for both 

women with cancer and caregivers. 

Education is an important aspect of the organization’s 

work as well. SHARE provides access to dozens of 

educational programs led by some of the world’s 

leading surgeons, oncologists, therapists and 

counselors to help women advocate for themselves 

and lead their best lives.

And that means all women. SHARE pays particular 

attention to underserved women—many of its 

volunteers are underserved women themselves 

helping others in their communities, whether it’s 

through outreach, support, education, self-advocating, 

or getting access to health care. The nonprofit’s 

outreach programming includes SHARE Ambassadors, 

who specifically focus on educating Latina, African 

American, and Caribbean communities about 

health. Even its helpline offers assistance in nineteen 

languages, and it has an entirely Spanish-language site 

called LatinaSHARE.

When you’re facing a serious medical condition, some 

of your best friends are knowledge, empowerment, 

and relationships. Ultimately, they’re exactly what 

women with breast, ovarian, uterine, or metastatic 

breast cancer receive from SHARE.

To learn more, visit sharecancersupport.org
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O f all humanity’s health crises, 
impaired vision is often 
overlooked. However, one in 
seven people don’t have access 

to vision care—a reality that the nonprofit 
OneSight is fighting to end. OneSight’s 
president and executive director, K-T Overbey, 
discusses how it goes about eradicating the 
problem, one pair of glasses at a time.

Over 1.1 billion people worldwide don’ t 
have access to vision care. How did 
OneSight’s quest to end this problem 
begin?  In 1989, a group of LensCrafters employees 

hosted a local event to give recycled glasses to people 

in need. Over time the program grew, expanding to host 

vision clinics all over the world. When LensCrafters was 

acquired by Luxottica, OneSight’s vision became even 

greater. We became fully independent about three years 

ago, but we still enjoy a very close relationship with 

Luxottica as our founding sponsor. 

interview with: k-t overbey 

written by: matthew brady 

photography by: onesightA VISION
     of hope



How large is your organization?   
We have fewer than one hundred employees 

around the world, and about forty-five are here in 

the US. We are very fortunate to have a very broad 

volunteer base—we've worked with an estimated 

100,000 volunteers over our thirty-three-year history. 

What started as a small local effort is now making 

an enormous global impact through tremendous 

volunteer support.

Do you have various partners 
throughout the world?  Yes. For a particular 

population, we’ll often start with an appropriate on-

the-ground group. For example, if we are working 

with refugees, we may partner with the International 

Rescue Committee or the United Nations. If we're 

working with Native Americans, we work with a 

group called Walking Shield, which focuses on that 

population. From a clinical standpoint, our partners 

include doctors and optometrists. We also have very 

important partnerships with the governments or 

ministries of health in the countries where we work. 

Tell us about the work you do in  
North America:  In North America, we 

provide care in three different ways. We have 

permanent vision centers here in the US, many of 

which are based in schools or community centers. 

For short-term needs, we also have our charitable 

programming, where we'll go to a community for a 

few days to a week to give exams and free glasses. 

And then we have ongoing initiatives like our voucher 

program, which we do in partnership with places like 

LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, and some Target Optical 

locations, as well as a number of other partners like 

Prevent Blindness of America and the Lions Club.
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As part of your mission, you create 
sustainable vision care centers. How 
do you define what sustainable is? 
How many have you created?  They are 

sustainable because we go into areas where there 

is literally no access to care and work with local 

governments or partners to establish vision centers, 

which will eventually be self-sustaining without our 

direct support. We make sure that they have all the 

right equipment and inventory and hire and train 

locals in clinical skills, manufacturing lab skills, or 

the general skills needed to run an optical business. 

We’ve created over six hundred jobs by doing this.

We provide comprehensive eye exams and 

prescriptions at these centers, which are often in 

district hospitals within one day of travel. Visitors can 

pick out their frame, and we’ll manufacture it and get 

it back to them. The difference in this model versus 

some of our other charitable clinics is they are actually 

paying for the glasses. 

What this does is develop human capability—the cost 

of the glasses covers the operating costs of the vision 

center. So, after roughly three years, we’ll get a vision 

center up and running with local people who are now 

employed on an ongoing basis, and we stay on as 

consultants. By the end of 2020, we had 195 of these 

sustainable centers. Our plan for 2021 is to add  

twenty-five more.

Do you have vision professionals 
helping at these centers?  A lot of our 

initial startup training is provided by Western-trained 

doctors. The majority are from the US, but we work 

with people in a number of countries where they 

have a degree that's recognized by the US. We also 
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provide education. For example, the Gambia was the 

first country we went into and provided 100 percent  

vision care access. There is no school of optometry 

there to provide clinical training, so we sponsored 

scholarships for students to travel to India, get the 

training they needed, and then come back as fully 

licensed optometrists. 

You'd mentioned refugees and 
indigenous people. Do you find that 
this problem disproportionately 
affects certain groups?  It does. Obviously, 

we find the need everywhere, but there are some 

scientific differences: for example, myopia rates 

are higher in some Southeast Asian cultures. But 

when you talk about access to care, it’s tied to more 

disadvantaged populations, including the elderly, 

females, and refugees. They may be in a place where 

there are no doctors or barriers for affordability. Plus, 

in some cultures, the priority is on boys or young men, 

not the elderly, women, or girls. This is where you start 

to see inequity in things like access to education. 

Tell us about how you target specific 
areas of the world, such as Africa:  
We've done work in fifty-three countries and on every 

continent except Antarctica. We have sustainable vision 

centers in ten countries, and five of those countries 

are in Africa. We always strive to expand where the 

greatest need exists, but we also think of the best fits 

for our long-term care model, and the majority of that 

is in Africa and Southeast Asia. But we can literally go 

anywhere in the world. 

What kind of impact can clear vision 
make?  People are often surprised by the sheer 

scope of the problem. 1.1 billion equates to one out of 

every seven people around the globe; that isn't even 

the total number of people who need glasses, just the 

people who need them and don't have access to them. 

Unlike many other public health issues, the difference 

is that vision care has a very simple solution that’s been 

around forever and is actually very affordable, yet 

access is still an enormous problem.

This isn't just about giving somebody a pair of glasses. 

The impact that vision care can have on someone's 

life is tremendous; I truly believe that good vision is a 

critical factor in breaking the cycle of poverty around 

the world. Children learn twice as much when they 

have clear sight versus without. In North America 

alone, one in four schoolchildren have an undiagnosed 

vision problem, and 80 percent of learning is visual. 

With clear sight, parents can keep their job so that they 

can put food on the table for their family or contribute 

to their community. Studies show that adults are 35 

percent more productive with clear sight, and they can 

earn up to 20 percent more. 

We make sure that they have all the 
right equipment and inventory and 

hire and train locals in clinical skills, 
manufacturing lab skills, or the general 
skills needed to run an optical business.

We’ve created over  
six hundred jobs by  

doing this.
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Would you share some memorable 
stories about how OneSight has made a 
difference?  Soon after we reopened our first clinic 

in New York City after COVID hit, a little five-year-old 

boy came in but wouldn’t talk to anybody; he would 

barely even interact with his parents. When the doctors 

examined him, they immediately knew he had a severe 

vision problem—he simply wasn’t talking because he 

couldn’t even interact with the world. When he put 

his glasses on, he looked around in amazement. And 

by the time he left, he was happily skipping down the 

street. You could just see his whole personality change. 

And here's an interesting fact about Chile: the average 

wait time to get an appointment is two years. Well, one 

particular Chilean couple came into our clinic. They 

had three very young children, all under the age of 

four. And the wife had never seen their faces because 

she could only see about two inches in front of her. 

When she put on her new glasses and literally saw her 

children's faces for the first time, it was just amazing. 

Can you imagine?

Do you ever reflect on what kind of 
impact you're making in the world?   
We always remind ourselves of our mission: to create a 

world where access to vision care is no longer a barrier 

to human potential. Clear sight is connected to so 

many things in our daily lives—our ability to learn, work, 

connect with our loved ones, and see the beauty of the 

world. There’s more work to do, but we won’t stop until 

everyone has access to the vision care they need. 

For more info, visit onesight.org
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I n essence, your body is 
a machine like any other. 
It needs the right fuel 
to function properly. It 

also needs rest and adequate 
movement. And it’s the only one 
you have, so it’s important to  
care for it. At the heart of it all is 
your metabolism.

written by:  
alexa bricker

the Metabolism 
Machine

 
The word metabolism is thrown 
around a lot, but not many people 
actually know just how much 
metabolism is responsible for. Hint: 
it’s a lot. This guide explains the 
importance of this process in your 
body, what factors help determine 
metabolic rate, and what that can 
mean for how you live your life.

starthealthy.com  11
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THE LITTLE ENGINE THAT COULD
If your body really is like a machine, then it needs 

something to keep it running optimally, right? Similar 

to gas in a car or coal in a stove, your metabolism is 

the process that creates energy for your body to use, 

allowing you to perform basic everyday tasks like 

walking, thinking, and, most important of all, breathing. 

Without the ability to produce energy, you would not 

be able to survive, and that makes your metabolic 

function hugely important.

The metabolism process is actually broken into two 

different processes: anabolism and catabolism. 

Anabolism needs energy (usually through food 

consumption) to occur, and it helps your body rebuild 

cells. Catabolism breaks down molecules in the 

body into smaller parts, typically releasing energy in 

the process. In layperson’s terms, building muscle 

mass is an example of an anabolic process, and the 

transformation of food into energy is catabolic. Both 

processes are regulated mostly by hormones, many of 

which you are probably already familiar with. Estrogen, 

testosterone, and insulin, for example, help maintain 

the anabolic process. Adrenaline and cortisol help with 

the catabolic process. 

Contrary to popular belief, you cannot just speed up 

or slow down your metabolic rate—the rate at which 

you use energy. It is something inherent to you, but it 

can be affected by a few specific factors such as overall 

muscle mass or weight fluctuations, diet, sleeping 

habits, and certain disorders like hyperthyroidism.

FOOD IS FUEL  
You wouldn’t pour regular gas into a Formula 1 race car 

and expect it to perform at optimal levels. The same 

goes for your body. Your body has to find a way to 

process every ounce of food you put into it, good or 

bad. When you consume foods low in nutritional value, 

your body metabolizes that food in different ways, and 
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it isn’t able to fuel your body the way it should. 

That is why you may feel sluggish after eating just 

a small amount of fast food but full of energy after 

eating a larger, albeit more nutritious, breakfast. 

Eating foods low in nutritional value every now 

and again will not throw your body into chaos. 

But it is important to limit these foods and instead 

feed your system with foods that are more easily 

translated into viable energy. The volume of food 

you eat is also important, as it is equally possible to 

eat too little in a day as it is to eat too much. 

Per USDA guidelines, some examples of foods 

you should consume (and in what quantities per 

serving) to fuel your metabolism are: 

Vegetables: 1–3 cups per day. 

 - 2 cups raw spinach/1 cup cooked

 - 1 medium carrot

 - 1 small bell pepper

 - 1 medium potato 

Fruits: 1–2 cups per day. 

 - One small apple

 - About 16 grapes

 - About 8 strawberries

Grains: 3–8 ounces per day. 

 - 1 slice of bread

 - ½ cup cooked oatmeal

 - ½ cup cooked rice

Protein: 2–6.5 ounces per day. 

 - 1 small chicken breast 

 - 1 egg

 - 1 tablespoon nut butter

 - ¼ cup cooked beans/tofu
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BUILDING BLOCKS OF ENERGY 

Food is perhaps the most important element to keep 

metabolic processes running properly. However, 

maintaining energy levels through daily exercise 

and movement is also key. Individuals with a higher 

daily energy expenditure will generally burn more 

calories than those who do not get adequate exercise. 

Everyone burns calories while at rest, but this doesn’t 

vary much from person to person. The best way to 

ensure that your body does not store more calories 

than it needs is through performing aerobic exercises, 

such as walking or running, high-intensity interval 

training (HIIT), or cycling, at least five days a week. 

Building muscle has also proven to be a great way to 

maintain a healthy metabolic rate, due to the fact that 

muscle burns more energy than fat. Strength training 

a few days a week can help you start to grow your 

muscle mass and reduce the amount of fat stored on 

your body, in turn helping your body to burn more 

calories while active and at rest. Keep in mind that if 

you are new to weight training, you should consider 

consulting a trainer before starting any new exercise 

program. That way, you can ensure you are conducting 

movements safely and effectively. 

The final piece of the puzzle for an optimally 

performing metabolism is, perhaps not surprisingly, 

sufficient sleep. An irregular sleep schedule can 

spur a whole host of problems for your body, but it 

is enormously important for cell regeneration and 

muscle repair—both of which are necessary metabolic 

processes. Too little sleep can cause your metabolism 

to work overtime, reducing the effectiveness of the 

process. When you are in REM (rapid eye movement) 

or deep sleep, your metabolism is at its most inactive, 
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allowing it time to recharge. Conversely, if you don’t 

sleep for long enough each night to enter a true REM 

cycle, your metabolism remains in a state of activity and 

can damage cellular processes. 

The number of hours you actually need to sleep 

depends on a range of factors, including your level of 

activity throughout the day, your age, and your overall 

health. However, a good way to tell if you are getting 

a proper amount of sleep is to monitor how you feel 

when you wake up in the morning. As long as you are 

eating properly and resting adequately, you should not 

feel overly tired or groggy after a full night’s rest. If you 

don’t typically feel well-rested, try gradually increasing 

your sleeping hours by fifteen-minute increments until 

you begin to feel more alert when you wake.

RUNNING CLEAN 

Your body is full of processes that are constantly at 

work, many of which you can control or, at the very 

least, improve. Although you cannot rewrite your 

genetic code or regenerate your cells with a snap of 

your fingers, you can control the foods you choose 

as fuel, the energy you exert on a regular basis, and 

the amount of rest you get. All of this has a profound 

impact on your metabolism, and, as a result, your 

quality of life.

Be sure to consult your physician for more  

information on improving your metabolism through 

diet and exercise.
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health

Think about the last time you felt connected 
to the earth. Maybe your mind went back to 
your summer beach trip when you felt the sand 
between your toes, or perhaps you thought 
about the flower bulbs you planted last weekend. 
This connection is an important one, and it 
doesn’t have to require a vacation or manual 
labor. Rather, it can be found by simply sinking 
your feet into the ground outside.

written by: rebecca poole

down  
to earth
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Back to Your Roots
Grounding, otherwise known as earthing, refers to the 

act of coming into contact with the earth’s surface—

and yes, it can literally mean walking outside barefoot. 

(Just don’t be surprised if your neighbors start asking 

questions.) While this on-the-nose grounding method 

isn’t the only way to feel the effects of the earth’s 

energy, it is one of the easiest. And if you thought you 

needed a lush, green yard to practice this therapeutic 

technique, think again: any type of natural ground 

works. You can also buy grounding mats or other 

products, but more on that later. The next time you 

practice yoga, try doing it outside instead!

To break it down scientifically, the ground has a 

negative charge, as opposed to the air above the 

ground, which has a positive charge, as do humans. 

Simply put, opposites attract. When our bioelectric 

being comes into contact with the earth’s negative 

surface, it has the ability to be incredibly healing. 

Research has been done specifically on the anti-

inflammatory and pain-relieving benefits: if you’re 

experiencing swelling or pain, daily grounding for 

thirty minutes can help lessen those conditions. Even if 

you’re not recovering from an injury per se but have a 

job that requires being on your feet for many hours, it 

can help alleviate physical stress.

Walking or standing outside barefoot is a simple 

method of practicing grounding, but the skin-to-earth 

connection can also be found in water. Swimming in a 

natural body of water—a lake, an ocean, or a river—

can help cool you down while providing a mental 

recharge. Just be sure to swim in guarded areas, 

keeping weather conditions in mind.

Breaking Ground 
In a perfect world, we’d all have the softest patch of 

grass outside the house all year round to practice this 

technique. But if you don’t have a yard that’s conducive 

to grounding, or if it’s cold and rainy outside, there are 

alternative techniques that produce a similar effect. 

Grounding mats have become increasingly popular, as 

have grounding bands, blankets, and patches. These 

products connect you to the earth by way of foam 

materials made with resin and carbon pigment to give 

you the benefit of this exercise without leaving your 

home. The mat also connects to a grounding port, so 

you’re actually fully connected to the earth. Thus, it’s 

important to read the instructions carefully to prevent a 

slight shock.  

When it comes to what to do as you ground, the key is 

to not overthink it. There’s no one-size-fits-all method, 

but it’s helpful to keep certain tips in mind, especially if 

you’re new to it: 
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• As your feet are pressing into the ground, think about 

your surroundings and your state of mind (e.g., are you 

feeling stressed, anxious, excited, or content?). The 

same applies if you’re in water.

• Engage your senses: what do you smell, feel, see, hear, 

and taste? This is one of the most important elements 

of grounding that can really help you reap the rewards 

of this practice. Pay attention to the sounds of birds 

chirping, cars in the distance, or leaves rustling.  

Breathe deeply, activating your sense of smell, and  

look around you.

• Grounding uses similar techniques to meditation; for 

instance, you should be in the present as much as 

possible. If you notice your mind wandering, bring it 

back to the current moment. This can be especially 

helpful in times of emotional fragility.

• Don’t feel like you have to stay still! You can stretch or 

even exercise while still remaining grounded. Aim to be 

aware of your body and what’s happening around you 

while doing so.

• For a tactile approach, try the 5-4-3-2-1 method. 

Mentally list five things you see, four things you hear, 

three things you can touch, two smells, and one taste.  

• It’s best to ground in good weather conditions (if you’re 

practicing outside) or when you’re feeling particularly 

stressed, anxious, or down in the dumps. Of course, you 

can ground when you’re in a good mood, too. That way, 

when you find yourself having a bad day, you know what 

you need to do.

• Grow something! Gardening will literally reestablish 

your connection to the earth, simply by forcing you to 

get your hands dirty. What starts with one tomato plant 

could one day turn into the neighborhood’s brightest, 

biggest garden full of veggies, flowers, and plants.
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A Lifelong Connection
Let’s face it: as humans, we tend to take 

for granted the simple pleasure of taking a 

walk on a perfectly sunny day or the amount 

of nutrients the plants around us give off. 

Grounding aims to help you forge a stronger, 

better connection to our planet. It can turn 

a bad day around, remind you to be more 

grateful, and give you a little nudge to spend 

more time in the great outdoors. 
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interview with: carly knowles, MS, RDN, LD  
written by: matthew brady 
photography by: kimberley hasselbrink, unless noted
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Registered dietitian nutritionist Carly Knowles discusses her 
nutrition philosophy, food fallacies, and the purpose behind her 
cookbook, The Nutritionist’s Kitchen.

From The Nutritionist’s Kitchen by Carly Knowles, MS, RDN, LD © 2020 by Carly 
Knowles. Photography © Kimberley Hasselbrink. Reprinted in arrangement with Roost 
Books, an imprint of Shambhala Publications, Inc. Boulder, CO. www.roostbooks.com

photo by: getty images
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What’s your educational background?   
I was a fine arts major. After graduating, I had the 

opportunity to work for a nonprofit in Peru. I lived  

off the grid in a remote village and was blown away  

by just how important access to food and nutrition is—

people were going blind, simply because of a  

lack of vitamin A. After I came back, I got my master  

of science in nutrition. 

In your book, you talk about food 
being medicine. Tell us about that:   
I worked as a clinical dietitian in a hospital, and I 

realized that we weren’t using food in the way that 

I had been taught in grad school: as a healing tool. 

And that was what really drew me in even more to 

food being medicine as much as nutrition. Because 

it seemed like a novel idea, I decided to write a 

cookbook about it.

Seasonality is a big aspect of 
your philosophy. Do you think it’s 
misunderstood?  Yes, I absolutely do. Being 

in a global food system and having access to pretty 

much anything anytime of the year, in any form we 

want—fresh, frozen, or canned—removes us from our 

connection with nature. And I think that disconnects us 

from ourselves to a degree because we’re not required 

to ask ourselves what food might suit us better. 

Eating seasonally can be a really easy thing to do, but 

because we’ve been so removed from it, it’s no longer 

innate wisdom and we have to learn it again. 

What are your top seasonal eating 
tips?  First and foremost, be flexible. If you have 

a year-round farmers market, that’s going to change 

everything. You can walk through a farmers market 

and, just by nature of what’s available, learn what is in 

season. And if you’ve had a tomato or winter squash in 

peak season, you can taste the difference. That’s why 

I put a seasonal produce chart in the appendix of my 

book. But some companies will pick their peak-season 

produce and freeze them, so you can also find great-

tasting seasonal strawberries in December,  

for example.

What’s the top nutrition issue that 
bothers you?  Most of my patients are women, 

and nine out of ten are at war with their bodies. There’s 

a lot of behavioral counseling that goes into being a 

dietitian, and it just breaks my heart that, for as much 

work as we’ve done as a culture around body positivity, 

women are still saturated with messages that we’re not 

good enough unless we look a certain way.

As a result, my patients and I often can’t even get to 

the conversation about nutrition because we first have 

Carly Knowles, MS, RDN, LD
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to get through the bigger hurdle, which is learning 

to like food again. I always provide compassion and 

positive affirmation, which makes a big difference.  

I can relate to them, too—I’m a mom of a twenty-

month-old and have another on the way. My body’s 

constantly changing.

Would you share a story of how a 
patient turned her life around?  I got 

chills thinking about that. I’ll never forget this one 

woman, who I worked with for about six months. 

She wanted to change the way she ate but was very 

structured in how she went about it. But she needed 

to admit that her process had always failed her. Over 

time, we delved more into her relationships, lifestyle 

choices, and relationship with food. 

She had been in a really bad marriage. She was food-

shamed by her partner, so she gained weight and was 

depressed. After it ended, food became more of a 

coping mechanism than fuel: she changed how she 

ate to feel better, but she never healed the emotional 

trauma. I referred her to a counselor, and we worked 

with her on both the emotional aspect of eating and 

her history in this relationship. And I worked with her to 

learn how to listen to her body cues, understand when 

she was full and when she was hungry, and be mindful 

about portions and flavor. 

Eventually, she felt like she had the tools she needed 

to do it on her own. She still stays in touch, and she’s 

thriving. It’s one of the most powerful experiences I’ve 

had as a dietitian.

Are you neat or messy in the kitchen? 
Do you get help?  I used to be messier, but 

now I’m cleaner. I’ve learned that, to become a more 

proficient cook, cleaning along the way is essential. 

That said, I love cooking. I find it very meditative. 

So, even though it’d be nice if someone helped prep 

vegetables or chop things for me now and again, the 

truth is, more often than not it is something I look 

forward to because it forces me to be present and live 

in the moment.

What are your favorite go-to foods?  
I love probiotic-rich foods like yogurt, as well as 

fermented foods, nut butters, and seafood. My whole 

family loves making smoothies. Ours is a whole foods 

diet: plant-based with side of meat. 

What do you think are the biggest food 
misconceptions?  People are obsessed with 

getting enough protein. In a standard American diet, 

we get so much protein that it’s often the last thing 

we need to think about. We actually need more fiber: 

whole grains, vegetables, and fruits. I also spend a  

lot of time debunking myths around soy and  

explaining why I believe it’s a very beneficial, healthy 

protein source. 

What’s your top piece of nonfood 
advice?  Hands down, it’s to slow down. We all have 

different reasons to do so, but I find if most people, 

including me, would take a deep breath, look at our 

food before we start cooking or eating it, and become 

present in the moment, then we can change a lot 

about our health.

For more info, visit carlyknowles.com or follow 

Carly on Instagram @carlyknowlesnutrition
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GF Gluten Free

VG Vegan

V Vegetarian

RECIPE KEY:

DF Dairy Free
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SERVES 6-8

WHEAT BERRY SALAD WITH 
BUTTERNUT SQUASH AND  
MAPLE VINAIGRETTE

VGDF

Wheat berries are whole wheat grain kernels and a perfect example of a whole grain. You can easily substitute 
wheat berries in most rice or barley dishes to give them a chewy texture and nutty flavor. Wheat berries also 
deliver a healthy dose of fiber, protein, B vitamins, manganese, and magnesium. If you can’t find wheat berries 
at your local market, you can substitute farro, which is another fantastic whole grain derived from a different 
species of wheat. 

V

• 1½ cups wheat berries, rinsed and drained

• ½ butternut squash, sliced lengthwise, seeded and 
peeled, cut into ½-inch cubes (about 3 cups)

• ½ medium red onion, finely chopped (about ½ cup)

• 1 teaspoon plus 2 tablespoons olive oil, divided

• 3 tablespoons apple cider vinegar

• 2 tablespoons maple syrup

• 1 teaspoon sea salt

• ½ cup dried cranberries  
(I prefer apple juice-sweetened)

• ¼ cup flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped

measure

1. Preheat oven to 400°F. Place the wheat berries in a medium-size saucepan and cover with at least 2 inches of 

water (about 6 cups). Bring to a boil over high heat, then reduce to low and cook the wheat berries, uncovered, 

for about 60 minutes; they should be tender but still slightly chewy or al dente. If you’re using soaked grains, 

plan to reduce the cooking time even more. Once the grains reach the desired texture, remove from the heat 

and drain off any excess water. Set aside. 

2. Place the squash on an unlined baking sheet and roast in the oven for 30 to 40 minutes or until fork tender. 

Remove from the oven and set aside to cool. Sauté the onions with 1 teaspoon of olive oil in a small frying pan 

on medium to high heat until translucent and tender, about 5 minutes. Set aside to cool.

3. In a large mixing bowl, whisk together the remaining 2 tablespoons of oil, vinegar, maple syrup, and salt. Add 

the wheat berries, squash, onions, and cranberries to the mixing bowl and combine. Allow the salad to sit for at 

least 20 minutes to give the wheat berries time to absorb some of the dressing. Season with additional salt to 

taste. Give the salad one more stir before garnishing with chopped parsley and serving at room temperature.

Tip: If you’re planning ahead, soak the wheat berries or farro in water for at least 8 hours or overnight.  

Drain and rinse before cooking.

make
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SERVES 4

ROASTED BRUSSELS SPROUTS WITH 
HONEY MISO GLAZE AND CILANTRO

• 1½ pounds brussels sprouts, ends trimmed and halved

• 1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil 

• 1 teaspoon fish sauce

• 2 tablespoons white miso paste 

• 1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon honey

• 1 tablespoon rice wine vinegar

• 2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro

measure

1. Preheat oven to 425°F. Place the brussels sprouts in a large bowl and toss with the sesame oil to coat. 

Spread the brussels sprouts in a single layer on a baking sheet, cut sides down, and roast for 15 to 20 

minutes until browned and tender.

2. While the sprouts are roasting, add the remaining ingredients, except for the cilantro, to the same 

large mixing bowl and whisk until well combined. When the sprouts are done, remove from the oven 

and place on a serving plate. Drizzle with the glaze and garnish with cilantro. Serve warm.

make

GFDF

Brussels sprouts are one of the most well-studied vegetables in relation to cancer prevention. They are 
incredibly beneficial for the body’s natural detoxification system, aid antioxidant function, and provide  
anti-inflammatory properties. They’re also loaded with vitamins C and K and folate. Seconds, please!
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SERVES 9

FLOURLESS CHOCOLATE 
ALMOND BUTTER BROWNIES

• Coconut oil

• 1½ cups unsweetened creamy 
almond butter

• 2 eggs

• ¾ cup maple syrup

• 1 tablespoon vanilla extract 

•  ⅓ cup unsweetened cocoa 
powder, sifted

• 1 teaspoon baking soda

• ½ teaspoon sea salt 

• 1 cup bittersweet chocolate chips

measure

1. Preheat oven to 325°F. Oil an 8-inch square cake pan with coconut oil and set aside. 

2. In a large mixing bowl with a fork or stand mixer with a paddle attachment, blend the almond butter, 

eggs, maple syrup, and vanilla together until smooth. In a separate small bowl, mix together the 

cocoa powder, baking soda, and salt; add to the wet mixture and blend until thoroughly combined. 

Fold in the chocolate chips. 

3. Pour the brownie batter into the cake pan and use a spatula or the back of a spoon to smooth out the 

top. Bake for 35 to 40 minutes or until a toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean. Remove 

from the oven and let cool for at least 10 minutes before slicing and serving (if you can wait that 

long!), as the brownies will solidify and make cutting easier. Once they are completely cooled, store 

them in an airtight container at room temperature for up to 1 week.

Tips: Bittersweet chocolate is another name for dark chocolate used in baking. The package is typically 

labeled with a percentage of cacao which represents the cacao/sugar ratio. The higher the percentage 

of cacao, the more bitter the chocolate will be. I prefer bittersweet chocolate chips that are 60% to 70% 

cacao for this recipe for optimal sweetness and flavor.

make

GFDF

This flourless brownie recipe will satisfy almost any sweet tooth. It’s chocolatey, gluten-free, dairy-free, refined 
sugar–free, and packed with healthy fats and more than 6 grams of protein per brownie. Also, almond butter 
helps to stabilize after-meal rises in blood sugar while providing beneficial antioxidants, so this really is a 
wholesome dessert. 



health
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A TOAST  
to Your Health
written by: alexa bricker

The United States and Canada, on average, 
consume a combined five billion bottles 
of wine per year. The US makes up the 
majority of that figure, leading the world 
in wine consumption at approximately 
4.3 billion bottles per year, according to 

Alcohol.org. Since there’s no question that 
wine is one of the world’s most beloved 
adult beverages, it’s worth analyzing what 
all that fermented grape juice is doing to 
our health. 

What’s in a Name?
There are many different types of wine out there, but most 

can be broken down into four different categories: red, 

white, dessert, and sparkling. And not all wine is created 

equal when it comes to health benefits. 

In general, wine is produced through a process of 

harvesting grapes, crushing and pressing them, fermenting 

them to turn the sugar into alcohol, and aging the 

fermented juice until the desired product is achieved. But 

the types of grapes used and differentiations in production 

all help to determine which category of wine it falls into.

Red Wine

Red wine can be intimidating for novice wine drinkers, as 

it is often drier and more bitter than white wine. That is 

because grape skins, which contain tannins, are left intact 

for the majority of the process. Tannins are responsible for 

the overall profile of red wines, and the darker the wine, 

the more tannins there are in it. One of the longest-aged 

red wines is cabernet sauvignon, which is very high in 

tannins; merlot is another favorite, considered easier to 

drink than cabernet sauvignon; and chianti is a dry red, 

which is a long-standing favorite among Italian red wines.

White Wine

While light in color, white wines can actually be made from 

any color of grape, but the grape skins are removed very 

early in the fermentation process and the juice is heavily 

filtered to remove any residue. White wine is often more 

acidic than other wines, but it is not typically aged as long 

as red wine in order to maintain a sweet or tart flavor. 

Chardonnay is a popular white variety with subtle floral 

notes, Riesling is another common form that comes in 

both dry and sweet, and Moscato is considered one of the 

sweetest (and most easily drinkable) whites. 
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Dessert/Fortified Wine

Dessert wine is, as its name suggests, the sweetest 

type of wine and is often served after dinner or 

alongside a dessert. It can also be fortified with other 

alcohols, which can help maintain its sweetness. Some 

of the most popular types of dessert wine include port, 

from the northern Port region of Portugal; sherry, a kind 

of Spanish wine; and marsala, a Sicilian wine fortified 

with brandy.

Sparkling Wine

Although it’s most often called champagne, sparkling 

wine simply refers to any wine that is carbonated using 

carbon dioxide after the fermentation process. To be 

labeled as champagne, the wine must come exclusively 

from the Champagne region of France. Prosecco 

from Italy and cava from Spain are other examples of 

popular sparkling wines. 

A Glass of Benefits
Now that you know the different types of wine out 

there, it’s time to talk about the components in wine 

that contribute to well-being. Obviously, consuming 
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a large amount of wine each day isn’t recommended, 

and it will not maximize the health benefits you’re 

looking to achieve. Instead, limiting yourself to no 

more than one glass (four to five ounces) per  

day is best. 

Because wine is made from grapes, every glass 

contains some of the same nutritional properties found 

in the fruit. Resveratrol, found more prominently in red 

wines, is one such ingredient that can have a positive 

effect in eliminating cell-damaging free radicals from 

the body. Resveratrol is a type of antioxidant—one of 

the most highly regarded ingredients in food—that 

can help prevent signs of aging and fend off certain 

diseases, thus contributing to longevity.

One of the clearest ways to observe this benefit, 

although not necessarily scientific, is to look at the 

world’s Blue Zones: regions where the average lifespan 

of residents is higher than that of the rest of the global 

population. There are several factors at play for why 

people in these regions live longer, but one of them is 

a high concentration of fruits in their diets.  
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The Mediterranean area is home to two of the five 

zones, Icaria, Greece and Sardinia, Italy, and both of 

their countries’ populations are known for consuming 

their fair share of wine. Italy, for example, produces 

about 5.6 billion bottles annually, while Greece 

produces approximately 347 million bottles. 

The most important thing to consider when selecting 

a wine is to opt for varieties low in sugar and high 

in antioxidants. And while this often means pouring 

a glass of red, blends such as rosé can be slightly 

sweeter options that still offer the benefits of 

resveratrol, though in smaller quantities. 

Nonalcoholic Alternatives
Plenty of people prefer not to drink alcoholic 

beverages for a myriad of reasons, and that’s 

completely understandable. And if you’re looking 

to attain similar health benefits to those in 

wine, there are many ways to do it. Aside from 

grapes, berries and leafy greens hold plenty of 

antioxidants, so incorporating them into your 

regular diet is a great option. 

As far as drinks go, natural fruit juices, 

especially grape and pomegranate, offer 

similar benefits to those found in wine, only 

without the alcohol content. Just be sure 

to read the label to make sure the juice you 

choose is sweetened naturally and not loaded 

with added sugars. 

Ultimately, like most things in the health world, 

moderation is key when it comes to drinking 

wine. There are plenty of reasons to still continue 

enjoying your favorites in recommended amounts. 

So sit back, relax, and pour yourself a glass.
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HOPE
REELING IN
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F ishing has long been known as a 
peaceful, bonding activity. One 
organization that has a unique 
purpose for this recreational 

pursuit is Casting for Recovery, which has 
served over 10,000 women affected by breast 
cancer through its weekend retreat program. 
Now celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary 
in 2021, Casting for Recovery (CfR) has cast 
its net throughout America, with dozens of 
retreats available each year. Lise Lozelle, 
CfR’s marketing director, talks about the 
organization’s mission and impact.

Tell us how all this started:   
It started with two friends fishing: Dr. Benita Walton, 

a surgeon; and Gwenn Perkins Bogart, a professional 

angler. They started talking about how the gentle 

movement and motion of casting would be good 

for women recovering from breast cancer surgery or 

radiation. So, along with some other friends in their 

community in Vermont, they decided to start a fly-

fishing program in 1996 with one retreat. In 2021, we 

plan to host fifty-two retreats in forty-five states.

CfR originated in Vermont, so how  
did it end up based in Montana?   
[Laughs] Good question. Our previous executive 

director lived in Bozeman, Montana. For her first 

few years on the job, she commuted back and forth 

between Montana and Vermont. In the summer of 

2017, we made the decision to relocate the office to 

Bozeman. The Mountain West is America’s epicenter 

for fly-fishing, and a lot of our national sponsors are 

also based in the region. So it made sense to relocate.



Yet you live in Texas. Is your 
organization remote?  We’ve had a virtual 

model for a long time. Our national program director 

is based here with me in Austin, and we also have 

three staff members in Vermont, one in Pittsburgh, 

one in Denver, one in Wyoming, and two in Montana. 

Even though COVID didn't change our work setup, it 

changed everything for us because we had a year  

with no retreats. 

That must have been disappointing. 
How did you help the women virtually?  
We did three significant things. First, we offered a 

program for our alumnae called the Pink Fly Club, 

which featured a series of educational outreach 

videos on things like nutrition, mindfulness, nature, 

and fly-fishing. This was a shift for us to actively keep 

the alumnae connected, and we’ve received a lot of 

positive feedback.
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We also offered resources and information to women 

who had applied for a retreat but couldn't attend due 

to COVID. We stayed connected with them and offered 

them some helpful tools to get ready for when they can 

go to a retreat. We also have a partnership with Trout 

Unlimited, which generously offered a free one-year 

membership to the women that applied in 2020. That’s 

a great resource because it connects them to their local 

fly-fishing communities, and they can learn more about 

fly-fishing and conservation efforts.

Finally, for our volunteer leaders we started a monthly 

Facebook Live video series called the Dry Bag, 

where we pick a different topic and provide relevant 

information to help people with their programs, 

fundraising, and outreach.

Who organizes the retreats?  We have an 

army of over 1,800 volunteers across the country that 
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help run our programs on the ground. They get trained 

and are given resources, and we help to secure their 

retreat locations. We provide all the gear—a retreat 

box with everything that they would need—and the 

curriculum. Each program takes on its own unique 

flavor because each location is different. The takeaway 

is similar, though: even though you're fishing in 

different water and it's run by different volunteers, the 

program “magic” is the same.

How long are the retreats? What do 
they entail?  They’re two-and-a-half days. Each 

retreat is run by a retreat leader, and there’s a team 

of women that help support the weekend along with 

anglers plus oncology and mental health professionals. 

Participants arrive on Friday and get comfortable. On 

Saturday, they learn the basics of fly-fishing, a little 

about entomology, and why we fly-fish. There’s a 

medical talk and lunch and a little bit of light exercise. 

Later, they have dinner and an evening circle activity, 

which allows the participants to talk about whatever 

they want. On Sunday morning, we pair each woman 

with her own individual fly-fishing guide to fish. A lot of 

women who’ve seen A River Runs through It hope that 

Brad Pitt might show up and be their guide. [Laughs]

It's always interesting to see how connections over the 

weekend so often turn into a super-tight bond and a 

lifelong friendship. Women come in as strangers  

and they leave as family, which is an amazing 

transformation to see.

What are some other takeaways?  

These women who attend are usually busy taking 

care of everyone else but themselves, so this retreat 

allows us to take care of them for a weekend. But it 

also allows them to form a community that they didn't 
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necessarily know they needed—interestingly, over 70 

percent have never been to a support group before. 

Now they have these thirteen other women who get it. 

It’s a pretty powerful thing. 

And we're really proud of the fact that, going into 

our twenty-fifth anniversary, we have a 100 percent 

alumnae referral rate. Even though these women 

may not fish again, they do say that their fishing day 

was one of the best days of their life. We’ve had 

testimonials that say it rivals the birth of their children 

or their wedding day. And lots of women have said 

if they're having a bad day, they’ll think back to that 

morning on the water and what it felt like: how calm it 

was and how they didn't have any worries. 

That’s one of the great parts about getting back to 

nature. In fact, if there’s something positive that’s come 

out of COVID, it’s that the world has been reminded 

of the healing power of nature. So many people are 

visiting our national parks, going on walks while taking 

in the birds chirping, breathing fresh air, and getting 

their toes in the grass. I think it has helped people 

to understand the power of what we do, even if they 

don't fully understand the fly-fishing aspect. 

You also offer specialized retreats. 
What was the inspiration for that?  
Because we're a relatively small nonprofit, we take all 

the information we get back from our past participants 

and modify the program as needed. Our most 

successful specialty retreat is for women with advanced 

breast cancer. These women may feel uncomfortable 

speaking freely about their experience because, for 

others, there's such a huge fear of recurrence. So we 

started a ten-woman retreat for women with metastatic 

breast cancer, and it was incredibly successful. I also 

volunteer for CfR here in Texas, and this retreat is my 

favorite, which may sound strange. But the women 

in that retreat have such a will to live and want to 

experience everything and do everything, and they 

have so much positive energy even when they're sick. 

We’ve also done other things, such as retreats for 

Native American women and other women of color. 

In fact, we've focused a lot of effort in trying to reach 

underserved women, who may need us the most, 

long before where we are now in our current cultural 

moment. We've been very diverse for a very long 

time—breast cancer doesn't discriminate. Sometimes 

it's counterintuitive because people associate fly-

fishing with older white men, and that’s not us.

What is CfR doing to celebrate twenty-
five years? What do you hope to see 
going forward for the next twenty-five 
years?  We’re going to do some special things for 

the twenty-fifth, including offering collectible gear 

and other products. We're also in the midst of putting 

together a beautiful coffee table book that captures 

the gorgeous photography from twenty-five years of 

retreats, powerful quotes, and some history. Of course, 

we’ll have some big fundraising campaigns around  

it as well. 

Personally, my hope is that CfR continues to 

thoughtfully grow. We had a goal of serving over 

10,000 women, which we met. And I hope that we 

serve 10,000 more and then some, while offering the 

same beautiful experiences, staying true to our mission, 

and maintaining the magic of what CFR provides. 

For more info, visit castingforrecovery.org
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Lots of women have said if they're having 
a bad day, they’ll think back to that 

morning on the water and what it felt like:
how calm it was and  
how they didn't have  

any worries.
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THE INS AND     OUTS OF EI

E motional intelligence (EI) has a 
distinct definition: identifying and 
managing emotions, including 
the emotions of others, when 

involved in interpersonal communication. 
However, when breaking down its meaning, 
you’ll find that EI is a much more complex and 
elemental skill.

THE MEANING OF EI 
To be an emotionally intelligent person is to not only 

be aware of your own emotions but to also apply 

them in problem-solving situations, which includes 

controlling them as well as guiding others in doing 

the same. It’s sometimes referred to as your emotional 

quotient (EQ, as opposed to IQ). Some psychologists 

believe that having a high EQ is even more important 

than having a high IQ. 
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written by:  
rebecca poole     THE INS AND     OUTS OF EI

Consider a past argument you’ve had with a loved 

one: either you or the other person may have become 

angry or upset, and thoughts and feelings were then 

expressed impulsively. You may have said something 

you regretted, resulting in a contentious relationship for 

many months. While these life situations aren’t always 

avoidable, they can be better managed and result in 

stronger relationships through EI.

In general, emotional intelligence consists of four 

primary components: 

• Self-awareness

• Self-management 

• Social awareness

• Relationship management 
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something. Your friend can know you’re 

angry at him, and why, but it doesn’t have 

to result in a months-long feud.

SOCIAL AWARENESS  

Another key element of EI is being an 

empathetic listener—this is often what 

people associate most with emotional 

intelligence. If you find yourself  

interrupting conversations frequently 

or thinking solely about your response 

when someone is talking versus reflecting 

on what they’re actually talking about, 

you may need a crash course in social 

awareness. It requires focus, maintaining 

eye contact, and picking up on cues (a 

lot of which are found in someone’s body 

language). Otherwise, you could offend  

the other person, miss an important 

element of what was said, or feel a lack of 

a genuine connection.

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT  

Relationships take on many different 

forms: boss, mentor, friend, partner … 

the list goes on. This component asks you 

to take a look at how you communicate 

in every relationship in your life. Does 

your communication style lean toward 

the negative versus the positive? How 

are you with receiving feedback? Do you 

avoid conflict or approach it unabashedly? 

Answering these questions may help you 

realize why certain relationships in your life 

are better than others and vice versa. 

SELF-AWARENESS  

Being emotionally self-aware in a 

conversation with another person—

whether there’s conflict present or not—is 

crucial. Research has determined that 

teams with leaders who had strong 

self-awareness performed better and 

had higher energy levels as opposed 

to those working under leaders who 

lacked emotional self-awareness. Why? 

Because people who are in tune with their 

emotions, both good and bad, will have a 

firmer grasp on reality.

SELF-MANAGEMENT  

How you manage emotions can greatly 

affect the outcome of an interaction. This 

includes being in control, adapting, striving 

to have a positive outlook, and being 

achievement oriented. Namely, how are 

you controlling your impulses? It doesn’t 

mean if you’re angry you suppress that 

anger. Self-managing entails being able to 

control that anger so you’re not yelling or 

throwing punches; rather, you’re having a 

meaningful conversation that accomplishes 
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ENHANCING YOUR EI 
Now that you are aware of the various 

components that make up emotional 

intelligence, it’s time to put them into 

practice. For example, think about how 

you conduct yourself in the workplace. No 

matter what position you hold, emotions 

play a large role in your day-to-day work life. 

Strengthening your EI will better help you 

understand your own reactions, as well as 

those with whom you work closely.

It’s easy to say you’re going to try and be 

a more self-aware person who listens more 

thoughtfully and manages social interactions 

better, but actually doing so requires 

consistent effort. You may find yourself 

having to pause more when talking, interrupt 

less, and take things less personally.

Say you have a meeting with a coworker you 

don’t get along with, and you also happened 

to get into an argument with a close friend 

the night before. Now this meeting isn’t 

just one you already dreaded; there’s also 

an added layer to your premeditated 

displeasure. If you have a low EQ, you’d be 

aggressive right out of the gate, looking 

for any way to let your discontentment be 

known to your coworker. You most likely 

wouldn’t be focused on how the other 

person is feeling or what they’re saying. 

However, if you have a higher level of EQ, 

you’d be able to recognize that the prior 

argument with your friend was heightening 

your negative emotions; you’d be aware 

of it but would still strive for a productive 

meeting. You might even be able recognize 

why you don’t like this coworker in the first 

place, and perhaps work on resolving  

that problem.

Working to better your emotional 

intelligence doesn’t happen overnight. It’s 

small situations that help boost your EQ over 

time. And you may start to realize things 

about yourself that shift what you thought 

was true. Is your coworker really interrupting 

too much, or are you overly touchy? Did 

the person on the phone with you have 

an attitude, or is a fight with your partner 

clouding your perception? Were you being 

too indirect in a meeting with your manager, 

or was he being a bad listener? Once you 

tune in a bit more carefully to the various 

interactions life throws at you, you’ll be 

surprised by what you learn about yourself 

and others. 

THE KEY TO 
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS 
Don’t wait—start working on your emotional 

intelligence today. It can foster better 

working and personal relationships and 

create a higher level of self-understanding. 

You can’t control what other people are 

thinking or feeling, but you can control  

your reaction. Strengthening your EQ can 

make you a visionary leader, a thoughtful 

friend, a loving partner, and an overall  

kinder human.
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MO-MENTUM
creating
Clark Gable, Mark Twain, Albert Einstein, Theodore 
Roosevelt, Martin Luther King Jr, and Freddie 
Mercury are all legendary, larger-than-life men.  
And they’re all connected by an equally iconic  
facial statement: the moustache.

What kind of statement is it, exactly? Dude, it 
depends on the man. Ruggedness. Strength. 
Class. Dignity. What is certain, however, is that 
one particular men’s movement takes moustache-
wearing to a proud new—and important—level at 
the end of every year: Movember.

MORE ABOUT MOVEMBER
The Movember idea started in 2003, when a pair of Australian 

friends, Travis Garone and Luke Slattery, decided over beers to 

revive the moustache as a fashion trend (because why not?). To 

make it a good cause, they connected the whisker-growing to 

prostate cancer awareness and got thirty men to accept their 

challenge and join them at ten dollars a pop. The next year, 
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Movember exploded to 450 “Mo Bros,” as those who 

dared to get involved were dubbed; by 2005, it grew 

to over 9,000 before going international in 2007.

Fast-forward to today, and the nonprofit has six million 

supporters, has helped fund over 1,200 innovative 

health projects across twenty countries, and has helped 

save countless men’s lives.

MORE THAN MOUSTACHES
The cause focuses on four aspects of men’s well-

being—prostate and testicular cancers, mental health, 

and suicide prevention—with an overarching goal of 

helping men to live happier, healthier, longer lives. And 

one of the big keys is communication. 

Granted, men have a well-deserved reputation for 

brushing off their health concerns, whether they’re 

mental or physical, and the consequences are  

often dire:

• Every minute across the globe, a man is lost  

to suicide.

• In the United States, three out of four suicides  

are by men.

• On average, men die about six years younger  

than women.

• One in nine men will be diagnosed with prostate 

cancer in their lifetime.

• Testicular cancer is the most common cancer in 

young men.

How does Movember help? First and foremost, of 

course, it encourages guys to “grow the Mo” leading 

up to November as a symbol of support. However, its 

annual moustache-growing campaign also encourages 

“Mo Bros” and “Mo Sisters” (Mo-Bro supporters) 

across the globe to champion the cause of helping 

men stay socially connected and be more open about 

their physical and mental health. 

To that end, Movember offers digital mental health 

tools, including Movember Conversations, a free online 

platform to help start conversations with men who 

might need a hand, provides mental health grants for 

veterans and first responders initiatives in six countries, 

and a community-strengthening initiative called Making 

Connections, which is aimed at improving the overall 

mental health and well-being of young boys and men 

of color. The end goal? Cutting prostate and testicular 

cancer deaths in half and reducing male suicides by 25 

percent within the next decade.



TIPS FOR ‘STACHE SUCCESS
Movember encourages all men to take the plunge 

and grow a moustache. In true Mo Bro fashion, it’s 

got your back. Here are tips from the foundation to 

help you have a stiff upper lip about the process. 

• Be prepared: Aim for a style that will grace  

your face, but embrace the moustache that 

nature gives you, because whatever you grow 

can save a bro. 

• Be brave: The first few days, even weeks, can 

be uncomfortable as your Mo takes shape. Ride 

it out to encourage donations. 

• Ignore the itching: Remind yourself that men 

have endured worse in the past. You can stand a 

little face tickle. 

• Shape your moustache: Get across all the 

proper grooming techniques. A great Mo comes 

down to great grooming. 

• Nurture it, and keep it clean: Look after your 

Mo, and your Mo will look after you.
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So man up. Be a source of strength for a fellow 

fella who may not be able to find his strength 

anymore. Get involved with the Movember cause: 

host a “Mo-ment,” what Movember dubs a get-

together with other guys, and grow a ‘stache to 

help spread awareness. (See sidebar for tips.) 

Above all, know that, in contrast to the well-worn 

cliché “You can’t keep a good man down,” life 

certainly can do just that. Guys, if you feel yourself 

crumbling under the weight of the world being on 

your shoulders—especially for mental or physical 

health reasons—motivate yourself to take the 

steps needed to improve your mindset, your 

happiness, your health, and your life.

For more info, visit us.movember.com
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